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PPPPUTINUTINUTINUTIN’’’’S CEASEFIRES CEASEFIRES CEASEFIRES CEASEFIRE    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

A ceasefire starting Sunday.A ceasefire starting Sunday.A ceasefire starting Sunday.A ceasefire starting Sunday. Russian president Putin has announced an accord to end the conflict in Eastern 

Ukraine after a long meeting with his counterparts from Ukraine (Poroshenko), Germany (Merkel) and France 

(Hollande). That the fighting is supposed to stop only on Sunday and that some details still need to be worked out 

could give Russian forces time to still overrun the strategically important railway juncture of Debalzeve first be-

fore ending their advance. 

 

The deal apparently contains provisions about an exchange of prisoners within 19 days (or hostages, as some of 

the Ukrainians held by Russia should better be called), about a withdrawal of heavy weapons from the frontline 

within 14 days and about letting Ukrainian customs officials police the border between Russia and its bandit fief-

doms in Eastern Ukraine from the end of 2015 onwards. Whether or not Russia will honour these commitments 

or mostly ignore them, as it had done with the first Minsk accord of last September, is an open question.  

 

Russia has the edge on the ground.Russia has the edge on the ground.Russia has the edge on the ground.Russia has the edge on the ground. The deal seems to allow the Russian-backed bandit fiefdoms to keep the 

extra territory which Russian forces have won for them in the recent military offensive. The aim of that offensive 

seems to have been to conquer key strategic assets (Donetsk airport, Debalzeve railway junction and some key 

factories) in order to make the territory a bit more economically viable and hence less of a drag on Russia’s dwin-

dling resources.  

 

Putin seems to be getting away with this renewed aggression.Putin seems to be getting away with this renewed aggression.Putin seems to be getting away with this renewed aggression.Putin seems to be getting away with this renewed aggression. Whether or not that will make him more dan-

gerous in the future is an open question. Having rounded off the Russian-controlled bandit fiefdoms in Eastern 

Ukraine, chances are that he may now decide to freeze the conflict. With his economy close to free-fall, Russia’s 

capacity to wage a longer war could be declining. However, that Russia was able to advance further and breach 

the old Minsk deal without significant negative consequences for itself looks rather unfortunate. The deal reduces 

the probability of the US and other Western countries supplying Ukraine with defensive weapons. 

 

For the European economy, the deal mitigates the nearFor the European economy, the deal mitigates the nearFor the European economy, the deal mitigates the nearFor the European economy, the deal mitigates the near----term risks.term risks.term risks.term risks. Last spring, Russia’s surprise war against 

Ukraine had hit business expectations and investment in core Europe, sending the fundamentally strong German 

economy from annualised growth rates of 2% (until April 2014) to a mere 0.5% for the six months thereafter. Since 

November 2014, that is two months after the first Minsk accord had reduced the level of fighting and the risks of 

ever escalating sanctions, German business confidence started to edge up again. Because Russia’s de facto inva-

sion of parts of Ukraine was less of a shocking surprise this time, the renewed heavy fighting of the last four 

weeks is now probably taking less of a toll on core European business confidence and hence investment than it 

did last spring. If the fighting in Ukraine now subsides to some extent and hence drops from the headlines, the 

upturn in core European business confidence and investment can probably continue to firm, supported by strong 

tailwinds from low oil prices, a fairly valued exchange rate and a supportive ECB stance. 

 

The Russian risk.The Russian risk.The Russian risk.The Russian risk. Russia remains one of the major tail risks to our positive economic outlook for Europe. What 

will a wounded bear do? While Putin seems to have a tactical rationale for his moves, he remains unpredictable. 

Strategically, he has boxed Russia into a awkward corner, bereft of money and friends. The risk to our forecast of 

a 4% drop in Russian GDP this year followed by a 1.5% drop next year is clearly to the downside. As Russia’s ineffi-

cient petro-economy stumbles into a deepening recession, Putin’s now stellar domestic popularity could eventu-

ally plummet if Russians no longer put up with a major erosion of their living standards through rising inflation 

(15% yoy in January). Beyond the risk of Putin starting a new war to give another short-term boost to his populari-
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ty, the risks of an economic implosion and/or political unrest within Russia are among the tail risks to watch for 

2015. 

 
IMF deal for Ukraine.IMF deal for Ukraine.IMF deal for Ukraine.IMF deal for Ukraine. Separately, the IMF and Ukraine agreed on further financial assistance for the tumbling 

Ukrainian economy, increasing the size of the overall support funds for Ukraine from $15 bn to $40 bn, with $17.5 

bn of the additional funds to come from the IMF. Stabilising the Ukrainian economy will be one of the key issues 

for Europe and the IMF this year beyond dealing with Greece. 
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